DATE:     August 30, 2000

MACHINE:  Model C Spike Driver

SERIAL
NUMBER(S): All

SUBJECT:  Improved Cable and Repair Parts for Controller – p/n 26600610

These controllers, p/n 26600610, used on all Model C Spike Drivers, now have a heavier, more flexible electrical cable. This will prevent wire breakage caused by the constant flexing of the wires by controller movement on the spotting valves.

In addition, service repair parts are now available for these controllers. These parts allow the replacement of the individual switches inside the controller instead of replacing the entire controller.

The service parts include the **Single Pushbutton Switch**, **Double Pushbutton Switch** (rocker switch) and **Single and Double Keycaps**. The keycaps are the switch parts that are visible on the outside of the controller. Each controller has 3 single pushbutton switches and keycaps, and 1 double pushbutton switch and keycaps.

The repair part numbers are listed below. Each kit will repair one switch or keycap:

- 98410064   Single Pushbutton Kit
- 98410065   Double Pushbutton Kit
- 98410066   Single Keycap Kit
- 98410067   Double Keycap Kit

Please contact your NORDCO Representative or the NORDCO Parts Department for pricing and availability.